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Scalar ‘dunno’ indefinites 
a case study of weiß Gott w- in Present Day German 

Patrick G. Grosz 
 
1.  Introduction: Language change and the reanalysis of sentences into words 

 
Haspelmath (1997:130-133) shows that indefinites (e.g. someone, somehow) often 
diachronically emerge from clauses that assert a lack of knowledge. Such indefinites, which 
he calls ‘dunno’ indefinites, are illustrated in (1); (1a-b) are quoted from Haspelmath 
(1997:131), (1c) (in this form) is due to Velupillai (2012:140) and Halmøy (2010:145,148). 
 
(1)   Indefinites that derive from “I do not know wh-”   
 

    a.  Romanian (dialectal)  neştine    ‘some’ 
        <  Latin      nescio quis  ‘I don’t know who’ 
 

    b. Old English   nāthwā    ‘somebody’  
        <      ne wāt hwā  ‘(I) don’t know who’ 
 

    c.  Bokmål Norwegian       noen    ‘some’ 
        <  Old Norse        nǫkurr  ‘some’ 
        <  Proto-Scandinavian  * ne wait ek hwariʀ (hwariiar) ‘I don’t know who’ 
 
The diachronic process that underlies ‘dunno’ indefinites can be loosely classified as an 
instance of grammaticalization, defined as a process by which “some linguistic element 
[becomes] more grammatical” (Eckardt 2006:22, based on Campbell & Janda 2001:107). 
Moreover, such developments can be assumed to involve syntactic and/or semantic 
reanalysis, as defined in (2). This is the core notion that this paper builds on. 
 
(2)   reanalysis ≈  the underlying syntactic structure and/or semantics of an expression  
           changes while its surface form stays the same. 
 

   (adapted from Roberts 2007:122, Eckardt 2006:2, Langacker 1977:58) 
 
So far, ‘dunno’ indefinites have remained largely unexplored in the syntactic and semantic 
literature, which yields a range of questions, such as what motivates the reanalysis that 
gives rise to ‘dunno’ indefinites. It is the goal of this paper to contribute new insights into 
this type of language change by investigating German weiß Gott w- phrases as a case study. 
The phenomenon is illustrated in (3). Here, the constituent weiß Gott wer ‘God knows who’ 
serves as the subject of the relative clause. As in the English translation, it introduces 
existential quantification (≈ ‘someone’), and it appears to convey the speaker’s ignorance 
with respect to the perpetrator’s identity. However, this is only a first approximation, and 
one of the goals of this paper is to further refine the meaning of weiß Gott w- constructions. 
 
(3)   Vor einem Mülleimer findet der Knirps einen Schuhkarton, 
    ‘In front of a trash can, the little boy finds a shoe box,’ 
 

    den   weiß  Gott  wer dort   in   die  Landschaft  geschmissen  hat.  
    which knows God who there  into the landscape  thrown     has 
    ‘which God knows who has thrown into the landscape.’ 
 

    [DeReKo: Braunschweiger Zeitung, 08.10.2008]  

  ̯  
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At this point, it is worth emphasizing that such constructions (which invoke the knowledge 
of some omniscient individual, such as God or the devil) is wide-spread in European 
languages. An illustration from the literature is given in (4). 
 
(4)   a.  Russian  Bog vest’ kto  ‘God knows who’ / čert znaet kto ‘the devil knows who’ 
 

    b. Croatian  bogzna tko   ‘God knows who’ 
 

    c.  French   Dieu sait qui  ‘God knows who’ 
 

    d. Swedish  Gud vet vad  ‘God knows what’ 
 

      (Haspelmath 1997:131, Béguelin 2009:35, Inkova 2012:449) 
 
Furthermore, German appears to avail a particularly wide range of expressions that follow 
this pattern. While I focus on the verb-first variant of ‘God knows wh-’ in (5a), there is also 
a verb-second variant, (5b). Moreover, there is a range of constructions that invoke the 
devil (or some euphemism for the devil, such as ‘the cuckoo’, ‘the vulture’, ‘the hangman’ 
or ‘the flayer’; e.g. Grimm & Grimm 1873:2526), as illustrated in (5c). It is also worth 
pointing out that these constructions seem to indiscriminately allow for every wh-element 
in the language (e.g. wer ‘who’, wie ‘how’, warum ‘why’, wieso ‘why’, and so forth). 
 
(5)   variants of “X knows wh-” in German 
 

    a.  weiß   Gott  wer       b.  Gott  weiß   wer   
      knows God who        God knows who 
      ‘God knows who’        ‘God knows who’ 
 
 

    c.  weiß   der  { Teufel / Kuckuck  / Geier  / Henker  / Schinder} wer 
      knows the  devil   cuckoo   vulture  hangman  flayer   who 
      ‘the devil knows who’ 
 

2.  Overview: The proposal in a nutshell 
 
My core proposal is that weiß Gott w- ‘God knows wh-’ in Present Day German (which I 
occasionally abbreviate as wGw) illustrates a CP-to-X0 development (from a clause to an 
indefinite pronoun) in statu nascendi. Since this is an ongoing language change, the source 
construction (wGw as a CP) and the target construction (wGw as an indefinite pronoun of 
category D0/Adv0/…) coexist. An illustration of the source construction is given in (6). 
Here, the wGw constituent (in brackets) can be trivially assumed to have CP status, since it 
constitutes a separate clause. The wGw constituent itself contains an attitude verb, weiß 
‘knows’, with subject Gott ‘God’ and a complement clause (here: woher er die haben muss, 
lit. ‘from where he must have it’). The verb-first order in the matrix clause presumably 
serves an emphatic purpose, which is orthogonal to the discussion in this paper. 
 
(6)  Er holt   eine  Puppe  hervor.  [CP Weiß Gott,  woher    er  die   haben   muss.] 
   he fetches  a    doll   V.PRT      knows God  from.where he it   have   must 
   ‘He gets out a doll. [CP God knows, from where he has it.]’ 
 
 

    [DeReKo: Braunschweiger Zeitung, 19.08.2009] 
 
By contrast, I propose that (7) is an instantiation of the target construction that I focus on in 
this paper; i.e. it illustrates the innovative stage of a language change process. My proposal 
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has a syntactic and a semantic component. On the syntax side, section 3 argues that there is 
a variant of the weiß Gott string (which I occasionally abbreviate as wG) that has been 
syntactically reanalyzed as an indefinite particle (like English any or German irgend 
‘some’); in this use, weiß Gott combines with a wh-element to form an indefinite. On the 
semantics side, section 4 argues that there is a variant of weiß Gott w- (wGw) that has been 
semantically reanalyzed and means ‘some x that is high on a salient scale’ as part of its 
truth-conditional meaning. A reader may already wish to pay attention to the position of the 
preposition in (7), which will be central to the discussion in section 3. 
 
(7)  Ich  hatte  mich  auf weiß  Gott was  gefaßt   gemacht  und mußte jetzt 
   I   had  self   for  knows God what  prepared  made   and had.to now 
 

   schleunigst   versuchen, wieder ein normales  Gesicht aufzusetzen. 
   most.swiftly  attempt   again  a  normal   face   to.put.on 

 

‘I had prepared myself for God knows what, and I now had to put on a normal face 
again as quickly as possible.’ 

 

    [C. Bielenberg / C. Spiel. 2000[1969]. Als ich Deutsche war, via Google Books]1 
 
To be specific, I propose that, as a consequence of syntactic reanalysis, the phrase (auf) 
weiß Gott was in example (7) has the syntax in (8). In words, the weiß Gott sequence no 
longer consists of a matrix verb and a matrix subject, but it is synchronically analyzed as an 
indefinite particle; moreover, weiß Gott combines with a wh-element (here: was ‘what’) in 
order to yield an indefinite pronoun (here: of category D0). 
 
(8)         PP 
      rp  
       P         DP 
      g         g  
      auf        D  
             ty 
            Indef    D 

               g    g 
             weiß-Gott  was 
 
 
I proceed to argue that semantic reanalysis has given rise to the new literal meaning in (9b) 
(for example (7)); (9b) is then contextually resolved (by selecting an appropriate scale), e.g. 
to yield the intended meaning in (9c). 

 
(9) a.   Ich hatte mich auf weiß Gott was gefaßt gemacht […] 
     ‘I had prepared myself for God knows what […]’ 
 

  b.   ≈ ‘I had prepared myself for some x that is high on a salient scale.’ 
 

  c.   ≈ ‘I had prepared myself for something bad / for the worst / …’  (in this context)  

                                                
1 https://books.google.de/books?id=EYAS6w2pHgQC – Note that weiß Gott was ‘God knows what’ is due to 
the German translator, Christian Spiel. The English language original by Christabel Bielenberg is given in (i): 
 i. I had been preparing myself for I don’t know what, and now I had to backpedal as hard as I could. 
  (https://books.google.de/books?id=d6D_P3Nki3YC) 
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3.  Syntactic reanalysis of German weiß Gott to an indefinite particle 
 
The goal of this section is to show that there is a variant of weiß Gott ‘God knows’ in 
Present Day German that behaves as an indefinite particle (similar to German irgend ‘some 
or other’ or English any). As background, I first review the developmental path of ‘dunno’ 
indefinites as outlined in Haspelmath (1997:130-133) and Béguelin (2009:41-53). Based on 
these texts, we can posit three developmental stages for God knows wh- constructions. At 
Stage 1, we are dealing with two separate clauses, as illustrated in (10); the second clause 
may or may not involve deletion (marked by parentheses). Note that, in (10), the first clause 
contains an indefinite direct object, something. The second clause conveys the speaker’s 
ignorance concerning the identity of the referent that is introduced by something. 
 
(10)  He was watching something on TV. God knows what (he was watching). 
 
At Stage 2, the God knows wh- clause is parenthetically inserted into a host clause. This 
parenthetical insertion is schematically given in (11a-b), and it can be followed by 
reduction, as in (11c); see Haspelmath (1997:132) and Kluck (2010, 2011, 2014). Kluck 
refers to the construction in (11c) with the label Andrews amalgam (since Lakoff 1974 
attributes the first mention of such constructions to Avery Andrews). 
 
(11) a.  He was watching something on TV.  [CP God knows what (he was watching).] 
 
 
   b. >  He was watching something - [CP God knows what (he was watching)] - on TV. 
 

   c.  >  He was watching [CP God knows what] on TV. 
 
Finally, we can posit a Stage 3, which is illustrated in (12b). The step from (12a) to (12b) 
involves syntactic reanalysis of God knows wh- from a CP to an X0 element.2 This is the 
point in the diachronic development at which a ‘dunno’ indefinite ceases to be a 
parenthetical CP and becomes an indefinite pronoun (here: an element of category D0). 
 
(12) a.     He was watching [CP God knows what] on TV.  [= (11c)] 
 

   b.  >  He was watching [DP [D God knows what]] on TV. 
 
In the remainder of this section, I argue that Stage 3, as illustrated in (12b), has been 
reached in the case of Present Day German weiß Gott w- (while it may not yet have been 
reached for English God knows wh-, cf. Kluck 2010). To see this, recall that the step from 
(12a) to (12b) involves a reanalysis of weiß Gott to an indefinite particle (such as German 
irgend). This reanalysis entails changes in the possible interactions of a weiß Gott w- phrase 
with its linguistic context. Specifically, we know that indefinite particles such as German 
irgend (≈ ‘any, some (or other)’) cannot be separated from the wh-element by a preposition. 
This is illustrated in (13a) vs. (13b). We can thus analyze example (14) as a case in which 
we are unambiguously dealing with Stage 2. More generally: whenever a preposition (such 
                                                
2 Compare Haspelmath (1997:132) on ‘I don’t know wh-’ constructions: “Whatever the best syntactic analysis 
of such constructions is, they are obviously highly marked and prone to reanalysis. The erstwhile matrix 
clause ‘I don’t know’ is reanalyzed as an indefiniteness marker […].” Of course, this reanalysis may involve 
an intermediate step, where God knows wh- is reanalyzed as a phrasal idiom. 
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as von ‘from’) surfaces between weiß Gott and the wh-element, we must be dealing with a 
Stage 2 (or Stage 1) construction, and we cannot yet be dealing with a Stage 3 construction. 
 
(13)  a.  von irgend-wem       b.  * irgend   von  wem 
      by  IRGEND-whom         IRGEND  by  whom 
      ‘by someone or other’        ‘by someone or other’ 
 
(14) unambiguously Stage 2  
 

   Da    wird   mir,   [CP weiß  Gott,  von  wem,]  souffliert: […] 
   there  is    to.me    knows God  by  whom prompted 
   ‘And then I am fed the following lines God knows by whom: […]’ 
 

    [DeReKo: Die Zeit (Online-Ausgabe), 12.01.2000] 
 
Having seen that Present Day German allows for configurations that are unambiguously 
Stage 2, we may now ask whether Present Day German also exhibits configurations that are 
unambiguously Stage 3. To see that it does, it is worth zooming in on the syntactic 
reanalysis from Stage 2 to Stage 3. In sentences like (15), it is unclear whether we are 
dealing with Stage 2 or Stage 3, since either structure could underlie the surface form. 
 
(15) Peter  vermutet,  dass  Hans  weiß   Gott  wen  liebt. 
   Peter  suspects  that  Hans  knows  God  who loves 
   ‘Peter suspects that Hans loves God knows who.’ 
 
In the historical development, sentences like (15) can thus be viewed as the critical contexts 
for syntactic reanalysis (from Stage 2 to Stage 3). Figure 1 schematically illustrates this 
reanalysis. For Stage 2, I adapt Kluck’s (2011:298) analysis of Andrews amalgams:3 the 
parenthetical CP is attached to a null indefinite DP (ØSOMEONE) by means of a parenthetical 
projection ParPDP (see also (11b)). This ParPDP has the distribution of a DP. The reanalysis 
from Stage 2 to Stage 3 is plausibly motivated by a reduction of structural complexity. 
 
 

[a]  Stage 2: weiß Gott wen as a CP         [b] Stage 3: weiß Gott wen as an X0 

         …                           … 
        VP                             VP 

    wp                    ru 
    DP          V’                  DP      V’ 
    4     wo              4     to 
   Hans     ParPDP       V0             Hans  DP      V0 
       eo      g                   g       g 
       DP         Par’     liebt                    D0     liebt 
       ØSOMEONE                          ty 
            Par0     CP 

                 Indef0   D0 

                                      g    g 
            weiß Gott weni              weiß-Gott  wen 

              〈Hans ti liebt〉 
 

 

Figure 1: Syntactic reanalysis from CP to X0, illustrated for “weiß Gott wen” 
                                                
3 To simplify, the subject is depicted in its VP-internal base position. 
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We can now use the idea that the weiß Gott w- [wGw] phrase is a CP at Stage 2 in order to 
devise a diagnostic. In brief: since wGw is a CP at Stage 2 (but not at Stage 3), we expect it 
to behave accordingly.  
   Recall that Stage 2 constructions classify as Andrews amalgams: for present 
purposes, we can define Andrews amalgams as parenthetical clauses that substitute for an 
indefinite and contain a wh-phrase. A classical illustration of a sentence that contains five 
Andrews amalgams (in brackets) in a single host sentence is given in (16).  
 
(16) John invited [you’ll never guess how many people] to [you can imagine what kind of 

a party] at [it should be obvious where] with [God only knows what purpose] in mind, 
despite [you can guess what pressures]. 

   (Lakoff 1974:322) 
 
The emerging consensus (Kluck 2010, 2011; Johnson 2012, 2013) holds that Andrews 
amalgams (including our Stage 2 configuration) involve (obligatory) sluicing, i.e. deletion 
of the material in a wh-clause that strands the wh-phrase. This deletion is indicated in 
Figure 1, where the deleted material in the parenthetical CP (Hans ti liebt ‘Hans loves ti’) is 
in angle brackets and crossed out.  
   Based on this assumption, we can posit the following diagnostic for teasing apart 
Stage 2 and Stage 3: [i.] if a wGw phrase instantiates Stage 2, then it can be completed into 
a sentence without deletion; [ii.] conversely, if a wGw phrase cannot be completed into a 
sentence, then it must be analyzed as a Stage 3 construction. Example (17) shows that 
completion is possible in examples that are ambiguous between Stage 2 and Stage 3. In 
(17b), the material that is missing from the wGw in (17a) has been added back in angle 
brackets, giving rise to a well-formed sluicing configuration. (In example (17b), the clause 
in parentheses contains the antecedent for the sluicing configuration.) 
 
(17) ambiguous between Stage 2 and Stage 3 (completion possible) 
 

   a.  dass  Hans  [ weiß   Gott wen ]  liebt.  
     that  Hans  knows God who  loves 
     ‘that Hans loves God knows who.’ 
 

   b. (Hans liebt  jemanden.)   OK  Weiß  Gott,  wen   〈 er  liebt〉. 
      Hans loves  someone     knows God  who  he loves  
     ‘(Hans loves someone.) God knows who he loves.’ 
 
By analogy, (18) shows that completion is possible in examples that are unambiguously at 
Stage 2. Once again, the material that is missing from the wGw in (18a) has been added in 
angle brackets in (18b), giving rise to a well-formed sluicing configuration. 
 
(18) unambiguously Stage 2 (completion possible) 
 

   a.  Er  hat   noch   [ weiß   Gott  auf  wen ] gewartet.  
     he has  still  knows God for  who  waited 
     ‘He was still waiting God knows for whom.’ 
 

   b. (Hans hat auf  jemanden gewartet.) 
OK Weiß  Gott,  auf wen 〈er gewartet  hat〉. 

      Hans has for  someone waited    knows God  for   who he waited   has 
     ‘(Hans was waiting for someone.) God knows for whom he was waiting.’ 
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We can now show that there are wGw phrases that disallow for such completion. As a 
consequence of the above reasoning, these wGw phrases must be analyzed as Stage 3 
configurations, i.e. we are no longer dealing with a parenthetical CP / Andrews amalgam. 
   There are two relevant observations, which strongly argue for Stage 3 in Present Day 
German. First, we can show that whenever a preposition precedes weiß Gott w- in German, 
we must be dealing with Stage 3 (as previously argued for French by Béguelin 2009). This 
is illustrated in (19). (Recall that we have already seen a naturally occurring corpus 
example in (7).) Since German lacks preposition stranding in wh-clauses (including sluicing 
configurations), an attempt at completing the wGw in (19a) to an entire CP fails, and (19b) 
is ungrammatical. We can call this the Preposition Test for Stage 3. 
 
(19) unambiguously Stage 3 (completion impossible) 
 

   a.  Er  hat   noch  auf  [ weiß   Gott  wen ] gewartet.  
     he has  still for  knows God who  waited 
     ‘He was still waiting for God knows whom.’ 
 

   b. (Hans hat auf  jemanden gewartet.) 
      Hans has for  someone waited   
     ‘(Hans was waiting for someone.)’ 
 

        * Weiß  Gott,  wen   〈 er (auf) gewartet hat〉. 
         knows God  who  he (for) waited  has 
         ‘God knows who he was waiting (for).’ 
 

 
Examples that are unambiguously Stage 3 (based on the Preposition Test for Stage 3) can 
be attested as early as 1698 (though they may well have existed earlier on), as in (20). 
 
(20) Bald [...] wurde  er  [...]  tod  gefunden  / [...]  von  weiß  GOTT  wem    ermordet 
   soon   was  he   dead found      by  knows GOD   who   murdered 
   ‘Soon thereafter, he was found dead, murdered by God knows whom.’ 
 

   [Christoph Selhamer: „Auf alle Sontäg des Jahrs“, 1698, p. 325, via Google Books]4 
 
A second observation that argues that Stage 3 has been reached in Present Day German is 
given in (21), with the following generalization: whenever weiß Gott combines with an 
adjectival wievielte ‘howmanieth’; we must also be dealing with Stage 3, since completion 
is impossible, (21b). We can call this the Adjective Test for Stage 3.  
 
(21) a.  Es  ist  die   Reproduktion  des   immer   Gleichen,   
      it  is  the  reproduction  of.the  always  identical 
 

     die    da    zum   [ weiß  Gott wievielten  ] Mal   probiert   wird  […] 
     which there  for.the knows God howmanieth time  attempted is 
 

     ‘It [= architecture] is the reproduction of something that is always identical, which 
is attempted for the God knows how manieth time.’ 

 

      [DeReKo: Nordkurier (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern), 31.01.2008] 
 

   b. ⇒  * Weiß  Gott,  wievielten   〈 Mal sie (zum)  probiert  wird 〉.  
         knows God  howmanieth  time it  (for.the) attempted is 
         ‘God knows howmanieth time it is attempted (for the).’ 
                                                
4 https://books.google.de/books?id=ny5iAAAAcAAJ 
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To conclude this section, we have seen that the observations in (19)-(21) are incompatible 
with a Stage 2 analysis of the wGw constituent as a CP with sluicing. By contrast, they are 
consistent with a Stage 3 analysis of the wGw phrases, indicating that syntactic reanalysis 
of wG to an indefinite particle (as illustrated in (12a-b) and in Figure 1) has taken place in 
German. I now move on to the semantics of wGw constructions in Present Day German. 
 

4.  Semantic reanalysis of weiß Gott w- to a scalar epistemic indefinite 
 
The goal of this section is to argue that there is also a variant of weiß Gott w- [wGw] in 
Present Day German that has acquired a new literal meaning. In this new meaning, wGw 
conveys that there is some entity that is high on a salient scale. For reasons that will 
become clear, I will only speak of Stages (e.g. Stage 2 and Stage 3) with respect to the 
syntax. When discussing the semantics, I will use the labels M1 (for the ‘old’ meaning) and 
M2 (for the ‘new’ meaning after semantic reanalysis). Ideally, we expect the semantic 
reanalysis from M1 to M2 (this section) to correlate with the syntactic reanalysis from Stage 
2 to Stage 3 (as discussed in section 3). However, we cannot trivially assume such a 
correlation, since the two may well be independent (see section 5). Exploring the meaning 
change with respect to wGw allows us to shed new light on the following big picture 
question: what motivates the emergence of ‘dunno’ indefinites from ignorance expressions? 
Or, put differently, what does the semantic reanalysis of wGw contribute to the functional 
inventory of German? Which gap does it fill? (See Deo 2015.) 
   As a baseline, let us start with the original (M1) meaning of weiß Gott was in (22). 
This literal meaning can be analyzed as in (23a), giving rise to pragmatic inferences such as 
(23b-c). In (23a), the host utterance contributes the main proposition (there is an x that 
Paul was watching on TV) and the parenthetical CP contributes a secondary proposition 
(someone who knows everything can identify this x). The inference in (23b) is plausibly a 
conversational implicature that arises from exhaustification (i.e. only someone who knows 
everything can identify the relevant x). The status of (23c) is less clear; Kluck discusses 
(23c) for Andrews amalgams in general and takes it to be a conventional implicature of this 
type of construction. However, (23c) doesn’t always seem to arise (cf. (17) and (18), which 
can be uttered without such a high degree implicature); this may suggest that (23c) is a 
conversational implicature as well, plausibly arising from the exaggeratory invocation of 
omniscient beings. Either way, (23b-c) are not part of the literal meaning of (22). 
 
(22) Paul hat sich weiß Gott was im Fernsehen angeschaut. 
   ‘Paul was watching God knows what on TV.’ 
 

(23) (old) source meaning M1 of (22) 
 

   a.  literal meaning 
 

There is an x that Paul was watching on TV,  
and God (≈ someone who knows everything) can identify this x. 

 

   b. ignorance implicature 
 

The speaker cannot identify the x that Paul was watching x on TV. 
(≈ Only God can identify the x that Paul was watching on TV.) 

 

   c.  high degree implicature (see Kluck 2011:257;261 for English) 
 

The x that Paul was watching on TV is high on a contextually salient scale  
(e.g. x is especially bad). 
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However, I propose that German weiß Gott w- has acquired a new literal meaning (M2), 
(24), in which the pragmatic inference (23c) has been reanalyzed (‘fossilized’) as part of 
the literal meaning (cf. Eckardt 2006:8; Aloni & Port 2013). For now, I focus on the scalar 
component (‘x is high on a scale’), and I remain agnostic as to whether the ignorance 
component (‘x is unknown’) is part of (24) or not. 
 
(24) (new / reanalyzed) target meaning M2 of (22) 
 

   literal meaning: There is an (unknown) x that is high on a contextually salient scale  
          such that Paul was watching x on TV. 
 

A first set of examples to motivate the analysis in (24) is given in (25). Naturally, as the 
relevant scales are provided by the context, there is flexibility in the meanings that arise. 
For instance, (25a) was originally uttered in the following situation: two TV hosts are 
flying first class for the first time, and they are treated really well by the flight attendant. 
Uttered in this context, (25a) conveys that the flight attendant must have thought that they 
are very important people. However, (25a) would be equally felicitous in a completely 
different context. Imagine that the speaker has taken a walk in a park at night, accompanied 
by some friends. If a passerby changes his path in order to avoid them, then (25a) can be 
uttered to convey that he must have thought that they are very dangerous or dubious. This 
shows that the scalarity of wGw phrases depends on the context and there is no predefined 
scale that they must operate on. As mentioned before, weiß Gott can productively combine 
with every wh-element of Present Day German; weiß Gott wo ‘God knows where’ is 
typically interpreted as ‘somewhere far away / remote / unreachable’, as in (25b). 
Correspondingly, weiß Gott wie ‘God knows how’ in an adverbial reading can be 
interpreted as ‘especially bad’, illustrated in (25c), or simply as ‘in a very particular way’. 
 
(25) a.  Der muss gedacht haben, wir seien weiß Gott wer. 
 

   ‘He must have thought that we are God knows who (≈ someone important).’ 
     

      [DeReKo: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 14.08.2003] 
 

b.  Wie soll man einem, der weiß Gott wo lebt, die Amtspost zustellen? 
 

    ‘How does one deliver official mail to someone who lives God knows where? (≈ 
somewhere remote)’ 

 
  

      [DeReKo: Salzburger Nachrichten, 05.05.2000] 
 

 c.  Man kann ein bißchen größer und durchaus angemessen verbauen, ohne daß das 
weiß Gott wie ausschaut.  

 

‘It is possible to build higher, yet in an appropriate way, so that it does not end up 
looking God knows how (≈ especially bad).’ 

     

      [DeReKo: Sitzungsbericht des Landtages von Niederösterreich, 14.04.1994] 
 
As a first approximation of this new M2 semantics (which has arisen from semantic 
reanalysis), I treat weiß Gott was/wer ‘God knows what/who’ as variant of etwas/jemand 
Besonderes ‘something/someone special’.5 This is given in (26) (leaving open whether weiß 
Gott was/wer also has an ignorance entailment as part of its literal meaning). 
 

                                                
5 See Büring (2011:972), who proposes the following decomposition of someone important: 
 i. someone important = [PDP some [NP [AP important] one]] 
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(26) a.  ⟦weiß Gott was⟧ ≈ ⟦something special⟧  =  
      λP<e,t> . ∃x [x is not a person & x is high on a contextually salient scale & P(x)] 
 

   b. ⟦weiß Gott wer⟧ ≈ ⟦someone special⟧  = 
      λP<e,t> . ∃x [x is a person & x is high on a contextually salient scale & P(x)] 
 
In support of (26),6 I now proceed to show that the scalar component (x is high on a 
contextually salient scale) is part of the literal (“truth-conditional” / “at-issue”) meaning of 
wGw. Out of 283 relevant occurrences of weiß Gott w- in the DeReKo corpus of the IDS 
Mannheim, 59 occurrences (i.e. more than one-fifth) contain wGw in the scope of 
negation.7 In these examples, negation generally targets the scalar contribution of wGw 
(while presupposing existential quantification), as in (27)-(28). Here, (27a) appears to 
express the meaning paraphrased in (27b), while giving rise to the implicature in (27c). In 
parallel, (28a) is interpreted as in (28b), giving rise to the implicature in (28c). 
 
(27)  a.  „Man kann nicht weiß Gott was erwarten”, verkündete vor dem Söldener  
      Rennen Torlauftrainer Franz Gamper. 

 

    ‘“One can not expect God knows what”, slalom trainer Franz Gamper 
announced before the race in Sölden.’ 

 

      [DeReKo: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 30.10.2000] 
 

    b.  ≈ one can not expect something special    
 

    c.    ⤳ one can only expect something normal 

 
(28)  a.  Die Sache ist nicht weiß Gott wie gut aufbereitet worden. 
 

    ‘This matter was not processed God knows how well.’ 
   

      [DeReKo: profil, 09.07.2001] 
 

    b.  ≈ This matter was not processed extremely well (i.e. not with high quality). 
 

    c.    ⤳ This matter was only processed fairly well (i.e. with average quality). 
 
By contrast, so-called ‘non-at-issue’ meaning components such as conventional 
implicatures and presuppositions generally project past negation (Potts 2015:172,189); 
similarly, conversational implicatures are classified as projective (Potts 2015:191-193).8 
The behavior of wGw under negation thus corroborates the proposal that scalarity has been 
reanalyzed as part of its literal meaning (in the new M2 meaning).9 Note that configurations 
like (27) do not seem to involve (or require) constituent negation; nicht can be in a higher 
clause, as shown in (29). This gives rise to the exact same effects, i.e. (29a) is understood as 
paraphrased in (29b), giving rise to the implicature in (29c). 

                                                
6 The approximation in (26) remains agnostic with respect to the compositional derivation of weiß Gott w- 
from its weiß Gott part and its wh-part. As far as I can tell, weiß Gott can productively combine with any wh-
element of Present Day German). A more encompassing goal would thus be to posit a lexical entry for weiß 
Gott which allows it to combine with regular wh-elements (e.g. Kotek 2014:65-68; Beck & Kim 2006:177; 
amongst many others) and yield the type of indefinite that weiß Gott w- denotes. 
7 Here, relevant occurrences means ‘occurrences that can be classified as Stage 2 or Stage 3’ (see section 3). 
8 But see Chemla & Spector (2011) and Chiercha et al. (2012) on local conversational implicatures. 
9 Bear in mind that Present Day German has M1 variants of wGw as well as M2 variants of wGw, since we are 
dealing with an ongoing language change; occurrence under negation in combination with a negated scalar 
component thus qualifies as a good indicator of an M2 reading. 
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(29) a.  Man darf natürlich nicht glauben, daß das weiß Gott was sein wird, aber jede  
      Stimme zählt dann. 

 

‘One must, of course, not believe that this will turn into God knows what, but 
every vote is going to count, then.’ 

 

     [DeReKo: Die Presse, 02.09.1993] 
 

   b. ≈  one must not expect/believe that this will turn into something special    
 

   c.    ⤳ one may only expect/believe that this will turn into something reasonable 

 
An overview of (intuitive) interpretations that arise in the 59 DeReKo tokens is given in 
(30); some of these variants have already been illustrated, e.g. (25c) is a token illustration 
for (30c), (28a) illustrates (30f), and so forth. 
 
(30)  

 negated expression intended interpretation of wGw constituent 
 a. 

 

 
weiß Gott wo  
‘God knows where’ 

somewhere {remote, far away, dubious, …} 

 b. 
 

 
weiß Gott was 
‘God knows what’ 

something {significant, special, substantial, …} 

 c. 
 

 
weiß Gott wie 
‘God knows how’ [adverbial] 

{to a large extent, a lot, in a special way, …} 

 d. 
 

 
weiß Gott was für ein N  
‘God knows what kind of N’ 

a particularly {outstanding, fierce, …} N 

 e. 
 

 
weiß Gott welche N 
‘God knows which N’ 

a {remarkable, outstanding, shocking, …} N 

 f. 
 

 
weiß Gott wie A 
‘God knows how A’ 

{very, extremely, …} A 

 
Further motivation for the analysis in (26) stems from the information structure of wGw 
constructions. As illustrated by means of capitalization in (31a), the main accent of a wGw-
containing clause is typically connected to the wGw phrase (and often, though not always, 
located on the morpheme Gott). Furthermore, the information structure in (31a) seems to be 
the same that we find in the proposed equivalent in (31b). This is compatible with the idea 
that wG makes a truth-conditional (M2) contribution to the main proposition (since this is 
clearly the case for Fürchterliches ‘horrible’ in (31b)). 
 
(31) a.  da    kann   ja   weiß   GOTT was  passiert   sein 
     there  can   PRT knows  God   what happened be 
     ‘[Of course, I was worried.] GOD knows what might have happened.’ 
   

     [DGD, Freiburger Korpus, capitalization added, based on recording, to mark the main accent]10 
   
   b. da    kann   ja   etwas     FÜRCHTerliches  passiert   sein 
     there  can   PRT something  HORRible      happened be 
     ‘[Of course, I was worried.] Something HORRible might have happened.’ 
 

                                                
10 Location in corpus: FR--_E_00078_SE_01_T_01 / 0116 / S1 
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Moreover, as shown in (32), the information structure of wGw seems to be the factor that is 
responsible for the readings that arise in (27)-(29) (i.e. for readings in which existential 
quantification is presupposed and sclarity is negated). If we compare (32a) to its proposed 
equivalent, (33a), we notice that they give rise to identical inferences, as given in (32b) and 
(33b). The analysis of (32b) thus reduces to whatever is the correct analysis for (33b). 
 
(32) a.  Man  kann  nicht  weiß  GOTT  was   erwarten. 
     one  can  not   knows God   what  expect 

   ‘One cannot expect GOD knows what.’ 
 

     (≈  one can not expect something special) 
 

   b.    ⤳ one can only expect something normal 

 
(33) a.  Man  kann  nicht  etwas    BeSONDeres  erwarten. 
     one  can  not   something special      expect 

   ‘One cannot expect something SPECIAL.’ 
 

   b.    ⤳ one can only expect something normal 

 
To conclude this section, I have argued that Present Day German has a variant of wGw that 
contains scalarity as part of its literal (truth-conditional) meaning. As this is a new type of 
indefinite in the system of German, wGw can be assumed to enrich the functional inventory 
of German (cf. Deo’s 2015 recruitment). 
 

5.  First steps towards the solution of a chicken-and-egg dilemma 
 

 
To start section 5 with a brief recap, I have argued for the following two sub-proposals. 
First, weiß Gott w- in Present Day German has a use (Stage 3) in which weiß Gott was 
syntactically reanalyzed as an indefinite particle (see Section 3). Second, weiß Gott w- in 
Present Day German has a use (M2) in which the weiß Gott w- constituent was semantically 
reanalyzed as an indefinite with a scalar component (see Section 4). It is important to 
realize that the syntactic reanalysis and the semantic reanalysis that I have proposed are 
potentially independent from each other. Therefore, I now proceed to address the question 
of how syntactic and semantic reanalysis relate to each other. To be specific, we may ask if 
the syntactic reanalysis (from Stage 2 to Stage 3 syntax) and the semantic reanalysis (from 
an M1 meaning to an M2 meaning) go hand in hand. It could be the case that they occur at 
the same time, as ‘two sides of the same coin’. Alternatively, it could be the case that they 
are independent from each other. And if one of them precedes the other, it is plausible that 
the earlier reanalysis feeds the later reanalysis. To establish a baseline, section 5.1 shows 
that Stage 3 syntax and M2 semantics do, in fact, co-occur in the same construction. In 
section 5.2, I show that synchronic data indicate that the syntactic reanalysis may have 
preceded the semantic reanalysis. 

 
5.1  “Stage 3 syntax” and “M2 semantics” co-occur in the same construction 

 
As a first step, example (34) can be analyzed as an example that combines the hallmark 
signs of both syntactic and semantic reanalysis. From a syntactic perspective, it satisfies the 
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Preposition Test for Stage 3, as von ‘from’ precedes the wGw constituent. The Stage 2 
variant would have to be weiß Gott von wo ‘God knows from where’, with the preposition 
von ‘from’ sandwiched between weiß Gott ‘God knows’ and wo ‘where’. From a semantic 
perspective, (34) passes our shibboleth for an M2 semantics: weiß Gott wo is in the scope of 
negation and exhibits a scalar reading (in which nicht […] von weiß Gott wo is preferably 
intepreted as ‘not from far away’). We can thus conclude that a Stage 3 wGw constituent 
can have an M2 semantics. 
 
(34) Wir  wollen   […]  nicht,  dass die  Öko-Lebensmittel   von  [ weiß   Gott  wo ]  
    we  want     not   that  the eco-food        from knows God where  
 

    hertransportiert  werden. 
    transported.here  are 

 

 ‘We do not want […] that the organic food is transported to our location from God 
knows where.’ (≈ from some place far away) 

   

    [DeReKo: Protokoll der Sitzung des Parlaments Bayerischer Landtag am 15.02.2007] 
 
Relative scope further indicates that the new (M2) semantics correlates with a reanalyzed 
(Stage 3) syntax. As discussed above, Stage 2 wGw phrases are a type of Andrews 
Amalgam (Lakoff 1974). Crucially, Andrews amalgams have been argued to require wide 
scope of the existential quantifier, as shown in (35b). The reading in (35c), or variants 
thereof, appear to be unavailable. 
 
(35) a.  Sally can’t eat [I don’t know what]. 
 

   b.  ≈  there is something Sally can not eat and I don’t know what that is   [∃ > ¬] 
 

   c.  ≠  it is not the case that there is something that Sally can eat […]    [* ¬ > ∃] 
 

     (slightly adapted from Johnson 2012:11, Kluck 2014:12) 
 
By contrast, examples of wGw with an M2 semantics generally require narrow scope of 
existential quantification. This ‘novel’ scope behavior is illustrated in (36a-b). Such narrow 
scope is incompatible with an analysis that treats them as Andrews amalgams, indicating 
that they no longer have a Stage 2 syntax, but a Stage 3 syntax. 
 
(36) a.  Man  kann  nicht  weiß  GOTT  was   erwarten. 
     one  can  not   knows God   what  expect 

   ‘One cannot expect GOD knows what.’ 
 

     ≈ it is not permissible to expect that there will be something special    [¬ > ∃] 
      ≠ there is something special such that it is not permissible to expect it    [# ∃ > ¬] 
 
   b. Bevor  ich   an  Partnerschaft [...] denke,  muss  weiß   GOTT  was    passieren. 
      before I   of relationship    think  must  knows God   what   happen 
      ‘Before I dare think of having a relationship, God knows what must happen.’     

 

     [DeReKo: NEWS, 29.05.2008, capitalization added to reflect the intuitive main accent] 
 

    ≈  It is necessary that something or other that is special happens.   [MUST > ∃] 
    ≠  There is something special such that it must happen.         [# ∃  > MUST] 
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Moreover, the existential quantification associated with wGw can also scope below 
negation when wGw surfaces in a higher position than negation, as illustrated in (37). This 
is entirely expected if weiß Gott has been reanalyzed as an indefinite marker, since (37) is a 
context in which the quantified subject of the clause (weiß Gott wie viel Schnee ‘God 
knows how much snow’) can plausibly reconstruct into its VP-internal base position (below 
negation) at the level of logical form. 
 
(37) […] denn    weiß  Gott  wie  viel   Schnee  ist  ja   nicht   vorhanden,  […] 
      because knows God how much snow   is  PRT  not   available 
   ‘[…] because there wasn’t God knows how much snow available [on the slopes] […]’ 
 

   [DeReKo: NEWS, 15.12.2011] 
 

   ¬ > ∃: it is not the case that there is a large amount of snow that is available 
  # ∃ > ¬: there is a large amount of snow such that it is not the case that it is available 
 
The scopal difference between (35) and (36)-(37) thus argues that (36) and (37) exhibit the 
(Stage 3) syntax of indefinite phrases, and not the Stage 2 syntax of Andrews amalgams. 
Since (36) and (37) also involve a scalar (M2) semantics that scopes under negation, this 
further supports the conclusion that Stage 3 syntax and M2 semantics can coincide. I now 
turn to the question of whether they have to coincide. 
 

5.2  Syntax or Semantics? – Which reanalysis happened first? 
 
In this section, I posit the following tentative proposal, based exclusively on synchronic 
data, which I take to reflect the historical development of wGw constructions: the syntactic 
reanalysis from a Stage 2 syntax to a Stage 3 syntax preceded the semantic reanalysis from 
an M1 meaning to an M2 meaning. In other words, the syntactic reanalysis was plausibly a 
precondition for the semantic reanalysis. 
   The first piece of evidence stems from configurations that strongly bias an M2 
semantics, as the wGw element is placed under negation and the intended reading involves 
a negation of the scalar component. Such an example is constructed in (38). The intended 
reading is given in (38c). (38a) is disambiguated towards a Stage 2 syntax by means of 
placing the preposition auf ‘for’ after weiß Gott; correspondingly, (38b) is disambiguated 
towards a Stage 3 syntax by means of placing the preposition auf ‘for’ before weiß Gott. 
We know that Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 co-exist in Present Day German, and the same 
is true for M1 meanings and for M2 meanings. If (historically) the semantic reanalysis 
preceded the syntactic reanalysis, then (38a) (with the old syntactic structure) should not be 
less acceptable than (38b) (with the new syntactic structure). However, (38a) is generally 
judged to be worse than (38b).11 
 
(38) a.  ?? Man darf nicht  weiß  Gott  auf  was  hoffen.     Stage 2 Syntax  
       one  may not   knows God  for  what  hope  
       ‘One cannot hope God knows for what.’  
 

                                                
11 The acceptability judgments / diacritics are based on an informal survey with 10 native speakers, who were 
asked to rate the examples on a 5-point naturalness scale (* / ?* / ?? / ?OK / OK). Of course, for future research, 
controlled experiments would be desirable, since these contrasts are very subtle. 
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   b. OK Man darf nicht  auf  weiß  Gott  was  hoffen.     Stage 3 Syntax  
       one  may not   for  knows God  what  hope  
       ‘One cannot hope for God knows what.’  
 

   c.   intended reading: ‘One cannot hope for something special.’ 
 
As a control, we can look at examples like (39), which are not biased towards an M2 
reading and can thus be interpreted with an M1 reading. As indicated, such examples seem 
to be more acceptable than (38a), and as acceptable as (38b). This indicates that the 
deviance of (38a) is due to the combination of a Stage 2 syntax with an M2 semantics. 
 
(39)   OK Draußen  stehen Leute, die  weiß  Gott auf  was hoffen. 
      outdoors  stand  people who knows God for  what hope 
      ‘Outdoors, there are people who are waiting God knows for what.’ 
 
Controls like (39) are important, for instance, to rule out a preference of worauf 
‘whereupon’ over auf was ‘for what’. Note, in this respect, that (40a) is attested (and 
acceptable), even though (40b) may be the more frequent variant. 
 
(40) a.  Auf was hofft  sie? 
     for  what hopes she 
     ‘What does she hope for?’ 
  

      [DeReKo: Mannheimer Morgen, 21.03.2003] 
   b. Worauf  hofft  sie? 
     whereupon hopes she 
     ‘What does she hope for?’ 
 
The pattern in (38a-b) (which can be reproduced with other prepositions and other wh-
elements) thus suggests that the semantic reanalysis did not precede the syntactic 
reanalysis. We reach the tentative conclusion that only the old (M1) semantics is possible in 
the old (Stage 2) syntax, whereas the new (M2) semantics requires the new (Stage 3) 
syntax. 
   We can now turn to evidence that suggests that the syntactic reanalysis preceded the 
semantic reanalysis. (In other words, they did not occur at the same time either.) The 
argument can be made as follows: if the syntactic reanalysis from Stage 2 to Stage 3 
preceded the semantic reanalysis from M1 to M2, then we should find Stage 3 examples 
without the new M2 meaning component. And, indeed, examples such as (41) confirm this 
expectation. Neither of the two examples in (41a-b) seems to have a scalar component. 
Both of them simply convey a lack of knowledge of what exactly the speaker (in (41a)) or 
Inci (in (41b)) was waiting for at the respective moment. 
 
(41) a.  Plötzlich fehlten mir die Worte, und ich saß da im Halbdunkel, 
     ‘Suddenly I was lacking for words, and I was sitting in the half-light,’ 
 

     wartete  auf  weiß  Gott was und kam    mir   vor   wie  ein Esel. 
     waited  for  knows God what and  appeared  to.me  V.PRT  like  a  donkey 
     ‘waiting for God knows what, and feeling like a donkey.’ 
 

     [J. Johnson / S. “Pociao” de Hollanda. 2008/2010. Die zehnte Gabe, via Google Books]12 
                                                
12 https://books.google.de/books?id=fywmSMfBiyoC 
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   b. Umständlich kettet Inci das Fahrrad an, 
     ‘In a roundabout way, Inci was securing the bicycle,’ 
      

     wartet  wieder  auf  weiß  Gott,  was,  ein Wunder vielleicht. 
     waited again   for  knows God  what  a  miracle  maybe 
     ‘waiting for God knows what, maybe for a miracle.’ 
 

     [B. Glaser. 2015. Krähensommer, via Google Books]13 
 
Since (41) seems to pair a Stage 3 syntax (as evidenced by the positioning of the 
preposition auf ‘for’) with an M1 semantics, we can tentatively conclude that the syntactic 
reanalysis preceded the semantic reanalysis. 
 

6.  Summary and Concluding Remarks 
 
In this paper, I have argued for the following proposal: in Present Day German, weiß Gott 
w- has completed the development from a clausal (CP) constituent (Stage 1 / Stage 2) to a 
word-level (X0) constituent (Stage 3). As a consequence, weiß Gott w- has acquired a scalar 
component (M2) as part of its literal (truth-conditional) meaning, which amounts to ‘some x 
that is high on a contextually salient scale’. We can now return to our initial question of 
what motivates the emergence of ‘dunno’ indefinites. In this respect, we have gained the 
following insights. The syntactic reanalysis (from Stage 2 to Stage 3) is plausibly driven by 
structural economy, since the new structure is less complex than the old structure (see 
Figure 1 in section 3). By contrast, the semantic reanalysis (from M1 to M2) appears to 
serve a different purpose; it fills a gap in the functional inventory of German by creating an 
indefinite that has a scalar (or more precisely: ‘high degree’) component as part of its literal 
meaning. Together, these two diachronic processes can give rise to the integration of a 
‘dunno’ indefinite into the paradigm of indefinites that the language avails. 
   Of course, from a semanticist’s perspective, this is the beginning rather than the end, 
as we can now start comparing weiß Gott w- indefinites to other types of (well-established) 
indefinites. So far, I have focused on contexts that permit weiß Gott w- indefinites, and the 
discussion has largely been guided by naturally occurring corpus data. Moving on from 
here, a comparison between wGw and other epistemic indefinites such as German irgendw- 
‘some x or other’ seems to be the logical next step. Indeed, a first look at some typical 
irgend contexts reveals contrasts such as (42a) vs. (42b). Example (42a) has been argued to 
show that, while irgend generally requires ignorance on part of the speaker (here: the 
speaker does not know who the dancer is), direct perception of the referent is possible. (See 
Aloni & Port 2013 for a related discussion.) Interestingly, weiß Gott wer ‘God knows who’ 
cannot occur in the same context, (42b). Moreover, I have proposed, in (25a)/(26b), that 
weiß Gott wer ‘God knows who’ can correspond to ‘someone special’. However, jemand 
Besonderes ‘someone special’ can occur in the context of the unknown dancer, as given in 
(42c), as long as the speaker has evidence for a special (‘VIP’) status of the dancer. 
 
(42) a.   Schau  mal!  Da    tanzt    irgendwer   auf  dem  Tisch! 
      look  PRT  there  dances  IRGEND.who  on  the  table 
      ‘Look! There’s someone dancing on the table!’ 
 

      (adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2003:4, 2013:107) 
 

                                                
13 https://books.google.de/books?id=ttW1BQAAQBAJ 
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   b.   # Schau  mal!  Da    tanzt    weiß   Gott  wer  auf  dem  Tisch! 
      look  PRT  there  dances  knows God who on  the  table 
      ‘Look! There’s God knows who dancing on the table!’ 
 

   c.     Schau  mal!  Da    tanzt    jemand Besonderes auf  dem  Tisch! 
      look  PRT  there  dances  someone special    on  the  table 
      ‘Look! There’s someone special dancing on the table!’ 
 
This suggests that (26b), as repeated in (43), is too weak to account for all of the relevant 
properties of weiß Gott w-. Presumably, (43) must be enriched with a meaning component 
of emphatic speaker ignorance (e.g. ‘the speaker cannot identify the respective x’). Open 
questions include the question of whether this ignorance component is a conventional 
implicature, a presupposition or an entailment of weiß Gott w-. A more systematic 
comparison of weiß Gott w- and other indefinites (which goes beyond the goals of this 
paper) can shed light on this in future research. 
 
(43)  ⟦weiß Gott wer⟧ ≈ ⟦someone special⟧  =  
    λP<e,t> . ∃x [x is a person & x is high on a contextually salient scale & P(x)] 
 
The discussion in section 3 of this paper also opens another line of inquiry. As shown in 
(44)-(48), we may be dealing with a family of constructions in Present Day German, rather 
than with a single construction. We have already seen in (5c) that there is a range of 
competing lexicalizations of the weiß X w- template. All variants in (44) pass the 
Preposition Test for Stage 3, raising the question of whether these variants also occur with 
some new (reanalyzed) meaning (Mnew). Since the source construction is distinct from weiß 
Gott w- (plausibly giving rise to different implicatures at the Mold level), we do not expect 
semantic reanalysis to give rise to exactly the same semantics as in the weiß Gott w- case. 
Moreover, semantic reanalysis may not yet have taken place in the (44) cases at all. 
 
(44)  a.  Vor knapp vier Jahren wurde [...] von weiß der Kuckuck was gesprochen. 
      ‘Roughly four years ago, people were talking about the cuckoo knows what.’ 
 

      [DeReKo: Protokoll der Sitzung des Parlaments Deutscher Bundestag am 15.11.2000] 
 

   b. [...] dann wollte er eine Doku über weiß der Geier was schauen. 
      ‘[…] then he wanted to watch a documentary about the vulture knows what.’ 
 

      [Anna Hahnel: „Schneckenpost“, 2011, via Google Books]14 
 

   c.  daß ich Dich aus weiß der Teufel was für Gründen doch noch verlieren sollte, 
      ‘that I should lose you after all for the devil knows what reasons,’ 
 

      [DeReKo: Die Zeit (Online-Ausgabe), 01.08.2013] 
 
Moving further away from weiß Gott w-, we can make the following additional 
observation. On a par with other languages, Present Day German also contains less 
emphatic versions of ignorance-encoding parenthetical CPs. In particular, we can show that 
both was weiß ich w- ‘what do I know wh-’ and wer weiß w- ‘who knows wh-’ fulfill the 
Preposition Test for Stage 3, as in (45)-(46).  
 
                                                
14 https://books.google.de/books?id=16iyu-ktXxwC 
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(45)  Der  kann  von  mir  aus  nächste  Woche  gegen  [ was  weiß   ich  wen ] 
    he  can  from me  out  next   week   against  what know  I   who 
 

   sein  erstes  Tor  machen. 
   his  first  goal make 
 

   ‘As far as I’m concerned he can score his first goal next week against what do I 
know who.’ 

 

   [DeReKo: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 01.09.2003] 
 
(46)  […] und   dann  kamst  du   nach  Hause    
       and  then came  you  to  home   
 

   und  hattest  gegen    [ wer  weiß   wen ] verloren, […] 
   and  had   against  who knows who  lost 
 

   ‘[…] and then you got home and had lost a soccer game against who knows who.’ 
 

   [DeReKo: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 03.05.1997] 
 
And, more strikingly, these constructions also fulfill the Adjective Test for Stage 3, as 
shown in (47)-(48). 
 
(47) Das  ist  schon   das  [ was  weiß   ich  wievielte ]   Ultimatum. 
   this  is  already  the   what know  I   howmanieth  ultimatum 
   ‘This is already the what-do-I-know-how-manieth ultimatum.’ 
 

   [DeReKo: die tageszeitung, 01.03.2006] 
 
(48) […], dann zündet er sich die  [ wer  weiß  wievielte  ]   Zigarette  an. 
       then lit   he self  the  who  knows how.manieth  cigarette  V.PRT 
    ‘[…], then he lit the who-knows-how-manieth cigarette for himself.’ 
 

   [DeReKo: Süddeutsche Zeitung, 12.03.2002] 
 
Future research is needed to investigate the exact range of such expressions, whether they 
have undergone semantic reanalysis (giving rise to a new meaning Mnew), and how they 
differ in their semantic and syntactic/distributional properties. 
 

7.  Corpora used in this study 
 

[DeReKo]  Das Deutsche Referenzkorpus DeReKo, am Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 
Mannheim, http://www.ids-mannheim.de/kl/projekte/korpora/ 

 

[DGD]    IDS, Datenbank für Gesprochenes Deutsch (DGD),  
       http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de/ 
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